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Welcome to The Bushrunner
Welcome to The Bushrunner ! Not at all new and improved, but back nonetheless. Before joining
Berowra Bush Runners I had already read a few newsletters and it was a great way to be
introduced to the club ( can they all this crazy ?). It wasn't long before I was whipping up my own
reports for The Bushrunner. So I was a bit sad when newsletter seemed to disappear.
Understandable when it seemed like a lot of hard work, and no one keen to take it on. Thanks to
Rebekah Markey for all her dedication over the years not only for putting The Bushrunner
together, but for also making it look so professional (whilst also squeezing in countless other
Club duties, raising a family, running a business, supporting her mad husband). She has set a
benchmark I am not even going to try and replicate. However, after much moaning and whinging
about how much I miss reading everyone's reports, I have decided to jump in try put something
together. We have tried the Facebook thing, but social media is so transient (ooh - I think that
was my first ed. op. moment). There have been so many members doing so many things that
will simply be lost in time – running, crewing, pacing, succeeding, failing, training tips, hard
lessons learned, participation in big events, participation in little known obscure events. Such a
waste of club knowledge and history – all those things that help make a club special.
So for all those who say “I'm not sure if I could write anything good enough”, don't worry. You will
do fine. When people tell me “I wrote something but it wasn't any good, I had to rewrite the
whole thing”, well that is just the way it goes. You will be amazed at the difference it can make to
your running and your life when you take the time to unscramble all those thoughts and emotions
and try and capture it all on paper. As someone who has written countless words, you will never
be satisfied and always want to rewrite, so don't fuss. Just get writing. Looking forward to all
your contributions already ! (all those Glow Worm Tunnel reports, CP Ultra....)

The slow runners guide to Ultra Trail Australia 50km
The UTA50 is a race of two halves. The first 28km runs up and down the escarpment and is challenge
to manage the steps and ladders and uneven ground. The second 22km is about tackling a series of
hills which challenge your ability to maintain momentum with increasingly tired legs.
The slow runner’s strategy for running the course is simple; walk the steps and hills, run the flats and
downhill. Pace yourself, because you are going to be out on the course for eight, nine, ten hours, so
no need to move quickly at the start or run sections which contain risk.
The race starts with amazing buzz with the first 10km surprising enjoyable, the terrain has a few hills
but runnable. The first 6-7km is along the escarpment in Katoomba before we descend the steps at
the three sisters. The descent is in a civilised single file with plenty of conversation with fellow
runners. The floor of the mountains is picturesque and if the race was at this pace the run would be
much easier.
The next section 15km is the most challenging (i.e. worse) of the day. The terrain starts to include
multiple steps and ladders, this requires discipline to pace and resist the urge to stop for too long at
difficult sections. Tiredness or careless starts to creep in and a few runners start to trip and at least
one runner has a bad fall. At the Fairmont Resort 17km into the run, brief refreshments are taken
before continuation of travelling up and down the course.
At around 24km we enter a flat road stretch until the official stage point. This is relief for the back of
the pack as it signals the end of steps and opportunity to continuously run.
After refreshing on series of cool watermelons the second half of the race begins. The terrain is
mostly fire trail, passes through private property and is just incredible scenery. The first test is a
700m descent over 7km, followed by a series of hills; this is where training on Quarry Road in
Hornsby is valuable. Everyone at the back of the pack walk the hills, the legs start to and the
challenge is to maintain momentum.
Around 45km we start to trace our way through the Leura forest. A few of the runners join to pick up
the pace and conversation and run to start of the Furber steps.
After 49km 951steps are a challenge on the legs and take 27 mins to complete. The final two
hundred meters finishes outside of scenic world to a cheering crowd at 8.59mins after I started the
run.

UTA 2016 - Taming Mind over Body – Steph McLean
In the month leading up to UTA I was consumed with this inspiring book called “Running with the
Mind of Meditation” by Sakyong Mipham (a Tibetan lama, meditation guru and marathon runner!).
UTA 2016 was my third 100km event, so while I knew physically my body could do the distance, I was
keen to trial some new techniques to help me tackle the mental challenges involved. I had a few
hiccups on my road to UTA, including a few nights in hospital as a result of an acute asthma attack
(doctors encouraged me not to run UTA this year) and a vomiting bug which stopped me from
completing Six-Foot Track Marathon. I worked hard to overcome the physical challenges, including
regular invigorating runs with my co-UTA girls, Joan and Karin and jumping on board the training
wagon with Jeff and Gavin as they prepared for GNW.
So here is what I took away from the book by Sakyong and how I applied it during my UTA 100km
race. I had a few curious questions from fellow runners and spectators on race day morning about
the four small laminated images which I had attached to the shoulder of my running pack with an oring keychain. This wasn’t the time to go into details, my heart pumping, trying to keep the nerves in
check. Having Jeff at the start line, his gentle, quiet confidence in my abilities helped me keep it all
together.
Essentially I drew on the four phases of training outlined in the book and aligned my thinking with
the qualities of each creature: tiger, lion, garuda and dragon. Shambhala was an ancient country in
central Asia where rulers and citizens attained a deep level of enlightenment. In the Shambhala
tradition of warriorship, these creatures are called the ‘four dignities’. They represent the inner
development of a courageous individual, which in my case was a runner who was about to tackle
4,300m of vertical over 100km with both balance and integrity.

I drew on the qualities of each creature at different points in the race. This process of ‘warriorship’
begins with the tiger. This is the phase at the beginning of the race, where I am warming up, focusing
on technique, paying close attention to my body and using all my senses to focus on the here and
now. The tiger is powerful and embodies confidence. While I was certainly battling with nerves in
those first few kilometres, I recalled those qualities – the tiger is not dishevelled and mindless,
tripping over logs and breaking branches. Rather it ‘moves with grace and power, the result of having
full command over its own being’. I was determined not to overdo things and go out too strong. Just
like a tiger, I closely monitored the development of both my precision and personal strength.

The next phase which I closely aligned myself to at various points in the race was the lion. The
author Sakyong relates that the lion phase is associated with pure joy. You know that feeling… when

you are running freely and the body is moving with perfect synchronicity – breath, stride, form, calm
mind – it’s an unbelievable feeling. I had worked through the tiger phase, and now I was enjoying the
freedom which perseverance brings. At checkpoint 2 (Dumphy’s camp) I was feeling fantastic. While I
started with start group 4, by this point I had moved up to the front of start group 3. The weather
was perfect, and I was excited to run through Ironpot Ridge, part of the course which I hadn’t seen
before. The trek to the ridge was the highlight for me. I could hear the sound of the didgeridoo and
clapping sticks in the distance, slowly enticing me up to the top. It was such a privilege to run
through this sacred Aboriginal land, and to have David King and his brother welcoming us to the top
was a humbling experience. I didn’t think about how many kilometres I had already run, or had left
to go, I was just reviling in the feeling of being alive and strong enough to complete this journey.

This feeling of elation continued, my husband Jon and Joan’s husband Peter welcomed me at each
checkpoint and together with the calm and centred direction from Jeff Hodder – I felt completed
supported and in control. The garuda, a mythical eagle-like bird that has two arms as well as wings,
floated freely through my mind all the way to checkpoint 5 (Queen Vic) – the 70km mark. In the
garuda phase, I felt like I was surveying the land beneath me, feeling both competent and
accomplished. I was keeping on top of my nutrition, preparing for the change in temperature and
approaching darkness.
At the last checkpoint, my body was certainly feeling it. My knees and hips, the usual culprits, were
screaming at me to stop moving. I put the physical discomforts into one section of my mind, not
gone completely, but refusing to let it take over as I entered the dragon phase. In Asian culture, the
dragon is not to be feared or slain. It represents wisdom, intelligence, foresight and omnipresence.
This part of the race was dark, cold, and lonely. Those last 30 kms were bloody hard. I listened to
music and sang (cursed) through the pain. There was no turning back, just keep moving forward.
Down Katoomba and up the other side – the dust from vehicles was both blinding and suffocating.
This was certainly a low point. My mind came back to the mythical image of the dragon. The author
Sakyong writes about the dragon as a phase of running where personal secrets – thoughts, feelings
and insights – that are so intimate they cannot be shared or understood by others come to the
surface. This secret inner place is what gives human beings depth. As I finally approached Leura
forest, I thought about how the dragon embodies all the lessons from the tiger, lion and garuda –
mindful, joyful and in complete balance.

I can’t say I floated through the forest, but I did feel lighter and as the end was now in sight all I had
to do was keep pushing my body forward, one step at a time.
The dreaded Furber steps loomed before me, this was it, one last effort. The last time I climbed these
steps in a race (2 years earlier, 50km) I was drawn into helping another runner reach the top. She was
cramping severely and struggling… I shared my Tailwind nectar (another convert Gav!) and my
elbow for support – thankfully she made it to the top. I had somehow always felt that this race
hadn’t finished the way I had anticipated, so this year as I approached the steps I felt incredibly
grateful to be completely on my own! I literally raced up those steps, releasing all stored up tension
and doubt. Embodiment takes place when the mind completely fills the body and they become
wholly synchronised. It is the feeling of being fully alive, rich and powerful.
The finish line was a sweet personal victory. 16:21 minutes. Bloody toughest race of my life, but I
loved it.
So when’s the next race?!?

UTA 100km 2016 – Karin Burgess
The lead-up
I completed The North Face (TNF) 50km in 2014. Seeing hubby Eric and Rob Sharpe at the
end of the TNF100 that same day – happy, shattered, wrapped in blankets, half-frozen and
walking stiffly – I questioned whether I would ever do it, and thought ‘No’.
Fast forward two years, in true Dory-style, ‘Why not?’. I’d done the Tarawera 100km in Feb2015 in 14:27 and recovered OK. I was curious to see how UTA would compare – I knew it
would be slower due to the increased elevation. Tarawera is a point-to-point race with
+2755m ascent and –3055m descent. UTA100 starts and finishes at Scenic World with +/4400m. Hounslow 68km has +/-4106m. I like hills/stairs/climbs and less running!
I roughly followed a Squadrun training plan. I averaged 46km per week during training,
running 3-4 times a week. Ideally I would have trained more, but you do what you can do.
The thing I love about having a big race to look forward to is the shared journey and training
with fellow Bushies. I love the training runs both on the UTA course and locally, the shared
excitement, anticipation and angst about niggles and whether we’d trained enough.
Accommodation/Dinner
We camped at Katoomba Falls Tourist Park on the Friday and Saturday nights. It’s cheap and
just a 5min walk to the race start. We had a great ensuite site so I had a nice, warm
bathroom to get dressed in on race day (I was tempted to sleep in it).
We went to the renowned ‘Unique Patisserie’ for dinner the night before. I thought twice
about having the vegetarian laksa – Rob had eaten that the night before Hounslow, and had
ended-up concussed, bloodied and battered from a nasty fall - I didn’t want to jinx myself.
Race Day - Highlights
I loved being at the start with Joan Cleary, Steph McLean, hubbies Peter Cleary, Jon McLean
and Jeff Hodder there to see us off. We saw Kevin Heaton, Antony Bowesman and Andrew
Layson briefly but all started in different waves.
Hearing and seeing the famous digeridoo being played on the top of Ironpot Ridge was very
special, although regrettably I didn’t stop to enjoy the moment.
The camaraderie of the other runners and seeing friends/supporters during the day was
uplifting. At TNF50 two years earlier, I had on my ‘race face’ and barely talked to anyone.
But this time, knowing I’d be out for so long, it was nice to relax my self-imposed ‘race face
rule’ and have some small chats with fellow runners.
I loved seeing Eric and the kids half-way at Katoomba, and Jeff, Peter and Jon at various other
points along the way. I was touched that they had waited to cheer me on (even though Joan
and Steph had already passed) – it brought tears to my eyes!
I finished in 16 hours 51mins! To get under 17hours was my best-case scenario, so I was
delighted. It was also great that Steph, Joan and I finished within 30mins of each other, and

could all enjoy a post-run shower at the same time (with squeals due to our stiff bodies and
laughs at the terrible water pressure).
Race Day - Lowlights
It was a warm, dry day, so at the start I carried only 1L water (had capacity for 2L), knowing
the checkpoints were reasonably close. However, I’d run out of water 30mins before the
Sixfoot checkpoint and was parched. I carried more water from that point onwards (lesson
learnt).
I started feeling pain in my knees from 15km onwards, trying to convince myself it was all in
my mind, but it getting worse as the day went on. At the 46km Sixfoot checkpoint, a medic
taped one knee (thanks Bek). That helped for a while, but as the kms ticked away, both
knees hurt more. From 50km onwards, it was very painful and the sight of lots of steps
downwards made me drop the f-bomb a few times (I’ve since read that swearing can
alleviate pain). I held on to the railings like an invalid. At the Queen Vic checkpoint (78km) I
had a Red Bull and pulled the poles from my drop bag, thinking that would be the magic
cure. But alas, it was not to be. I couldn’t run at all. I was disappointed knowing I’d run
down these hills on training runs and during TNF50, but now I could only walk. I was feeling
very sorry for myself.
My spirits lifted when I realised that with my fast walk I was keeping up with some other
runners anyway. I also saw another well-known runner just like me – like a crippled old
person using walking sticks – so that was reassuring that I wasn’t the only one feeling it.
Normally I’m happy to smile for the cameras, but the numerous motion-activated cameras in
Leura Forest annoyed me as all they’d capture me at my darkest hour, stiff-legged and
wincing. But after the final climb up Furber Steps, it’s amazing what the magic of a finishing
chute can do though – I ran the last 50 metres! I rated the race a 7-8 on the ‘Ivan Scale Of
Perceived Suffering’. Funnily, my knees were fine the next day.
I remember Jess Baker (C2K 2013 winner) likening big ultras to 'building a house, then
smashing it down'. That sounded horrifying at the time, but I've got a bit more of an
understanding of what that means now.
Lessons learned:
If your legs can no longer run, don't berate yourself. Accept that it 'is what it is' and make do
with what you've got. A good power walk can be just as fast as a shuffling-run. Brian Cardelli
(married to the awesome Beth who won the race in 11:16!) told me the following day that
he’d walked the last 60km of UTA100 in 2008 and finished in the respectable time of 17:18!
If I’d known that earlier I wouldn’t have beat myself up so much.
Learn to love and actually DO the foam roller and exercises prescribed by my physio. Maybe
this would have helped prevent the knee pain. I asked my physio afterwards if taping my
knees from the beginning would have prevented the knee pain. He said it probably wouldn’t
have made much difference (unless I’d had knee niggles leading up to the race, which wasn’t
my case). I would tape my ankles next time (had ankle pain post-race for 3 weeks, which I
didn’t notice during the race, only afterwards).
Don’t underestimate how the extra distance/steps can smash your body. I’d pulled up OK
from Tarawera, Hounslow and Hillary, but UTA100km was harder than them all. I felt like a

fragile, teary, depleted wreck at work on the Monday afterwards (note to self: take the day
off next time!). It was painful to walk all week. Four weeks later, I’m still tired and only
doing one short run per week. I can relate to this graph more now:

For me, the graph could have a few other titles…
‘Level of pain experienced’
‘Time needed to recover from’
‘Size of smile when you cross the finish line’

UTA100 – 14 MAY 2016 – By Joan Cleary
“You're off to Great Places! Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting, So... get on your way!” Dr
Seuss
It always makes me smile when I get asked to write a race report, I associate them with the elite,
speedy podium position type runners. So here am I a middle of the pack runner inspired by all those
elite and speedy podium position runners and here's my race report for UTA100 2016.
Having completed TNF50 in 2015 (the same event was renamed to Ultra Trail Australia in 2016 with a
few more run options added over a 4 day period), it was clearly the place to be again this year and of
course I had to take it to the next level.
Signing up to the event was the easy part, I fear I should have read the incredibly detailed 22 page
'Competitor Briefing' before committing to the event instead of randomly reading it 2 weeks out of
the event. It was information overload, I couldn't digest it in one go. If I wasn't a little overwhelmed
by the task ahead before reading the document, I certainly was now! This was the time it dawned on
me that I needed to be at Katoomba the night before to pick up my race pack so after unsuccessfully
ringing a few random places for accommodation, I decided that we were going to sleep in our car
which Peter (my husband) didn't think was a good idea (after all crew members need a good night
sleep too – but really he was looking out for my well being). He also knows not to push it when I
have a bee in my bonnet. Besides a kind man at one of the camp sites I rang informed me that there
was 'some race' on that weekend so I figured my search would have us staying too far away from the
start of the event, something I didn't want to do. Tick in the box – accommodation.
There were a few things bothering me in the lead up to the event, my Salomon backpack was not up
to standard, the elastics started to fray badly a few weeks before the event and because of this it was
not sitting snuggly. Plus some of the plastic ribs were popping out of their pockets, there were
thoughts of buying a new one days before but I just didn't have the time to go shopping. Peter who
solves lots of my problems began modifying the pack, it involved one of our kids kites (which will
never fly again!) and some new elastic from the lovely Steph (it was rather long so instead of cutting
it to the size required, once all clipped in, I thought I'd wrap it around my body, I thought I was a
genius – BIG mistake). I test drove the modified pack around the house a couple of days prior to the
event – I was more content.
My last main event was one of the Manly Dam Series runs on 21 February– it was 20km (and 3
months before UTA). The following week I went on a long run as per a training program I wasn't
religiously following. Towards the end of this run I was feeling a bit of pain in my right calf but put it
down to cramps. The following week running Quarry Road I hobbled in lots of pain from the bridge
back to Stewart Avenue. Clearly something was wrong, I planned to rest it for the rest of week and
hoped this was all that was required. I was wrong, doing some yoga stretches didn't allow me to
fully stretch my right leg – a sharp pain was felt in my heel. So it was off to see the physio. Achilles
bursitis was diagnosed – no running for me and weekly visits to the physio. A month later (2 months
before UTA) saw me back running with a short 5km, the following run a few days later was 10km and
so on slowly building back up the kilometers – I was way behind on my training for UTA. Plus my
physio wasn't content my injury would hold up for the 100 gruelling kilometers in the Blue
Mountains. Confidence restored – NOT, but I was adamant I was at least going to start. The same
phyiso had told me those exact words on an another injury when I did my first road marathon (and I
started and finished it!). Sweeping the Mount Solitary Ultra on 17 April (one month before UTA) was
one of my big runs leading up to UTA (this was the run which was going to be my indicator as to

whether I should be proceeding with UTA100). I shared this experience with Steph, Brad, Gav and
Jeff – over 9 hours later we finished our sweeping duties about 10 seconds behind the last runner.
And I didn't have any niggles with my injury. I planned 3 laps of Quarry Road about 2 weeks from the
event – it was the best I could do giving the time frame. I was severely under trained but I was
definitely going to be starting UTA100.
We began our journey to the Blue Mountains on Friday evening with what seemed like the rest of
Sydney. Steph came for the ride and during the 2.5 hour journey we toasted our UTA adventure with
our mugs of coffee and pumpkin soup, we talked about labour and whether it could be tougher, we
also talked about our lack of training and how we both thought we'd have had more time to dedicate
to training when signing up for the event and most importantly of all we worked out that Jon (Stephs
husband) needed to be in the Blue Mountains at least 1 hour earlier than he had planned. I'm so
glad we worked this out – as the following day it was seeing our crew at the 44km checkpoint for the
first time that gives you a much needed boost! We arrived and went to the briefing, picked up our
race packs, met Andrew, said farewell to Steph, set up our car, visited Karin and family at their camp
site with their very fancy heated en suite (which I happily took advantage of to get ready for bed –
glamping comes to mind!), had more pumpkin soup and went to bed. On race day, my alarm went off
at 5.50am, my wave was 6.25. I leisurely got ready – that's the beauty of having accommodation so
close to the start line. We found Karin, Eric, Steph, Jon, Jeff and Brick (and Antony briefly), we
embraced and sited ourselves up for the task ahead. It wasn't long before I took off to my wave – it
was finally happening. Ignorance was bliss as I waited for my wave to start – I hadn't ran the first half
of this course ever! I'm pleased to say I had Beth (female winner) in my sight at two stages of the
event – at the start line and at the out and back in the first 4km – beyond that I just couldn't keep up!
I knew at this early stage, I'd be buying my own wine and not winning it like Beth (BTW huge kudos
to you Beth).
Leg 1 Scenic World to Narrow Neck (Distance since start 10.7km, elevation gain since start 649m)
First 4km was road, my plan was to hold back and try and get my running mojo early on, I was soon
amongst the beautiful rainforest and waterfalls of the first leg of the UTA in the Blue Mountains.
Brick was in my thoughts as I was a few people behind him in the congo line along the rugged
landslide where he had his fall last year. The Golden Staircase was the first of many big climbs ahead
that day. I was cruising along nicely – I had my running mojo. There was a lovely atmosphere on
course, I got chatting to a girl from Sweden we pretty much paced each other for a huge part of the
course. Checkpoint 1 was a quick stop to refill my flasks. I had to take my backpack off, which I did
with ease – the knot in the elastic was working a treat.
Leg 2 Narrow Neck to Dunphys Camp (Distance since start 30.4km, elevation gain since start
1186m)
Highlight of this leg was Tarros Ladders which added some extra adrenaline! There was a little wait
to descend but this time gave me the opportunity to take a breath and admire the shear expanse of
the rugged Blue Mountains. It was on this leg that I got to meet a crazy hippy Polish guy high on Blue
Mountains oxygen who was Big Hero saluting (knuckles together and then exploding away) everyone
en route. Some people were oblivious to the gesture which was entertaining to watch from behind.
At checkpoint 2, I started to undo the now infamous knot of my new elastic but it was just too tight,
whatever happened on this section made the knot much tighter, maybe I was breathing more deeply.
Like a headless chicken I did laps of the checkpoint trying to undo the knot and wondering how I was
going to refuel without getting the backpack off. I ended up at First Aid, there was a runner been
treated (getting treated for a blister on her back) so not wanting to disturb I helped myself to a

scissors from the kit while at the same time explaining my predicament to an amused paramedic.
Needless to say I didn't tie the knot for the rest of the run.
Leg 3 Dunphys Camp to Six Foot Track (Distance since start 44.6km, elevation gain since start
1674m) Probably my favourite leg of the course, loved the huge scramble on all fours up Ironpot
Mountain (brought back memories of the Buffalo Stampede) knowing that we were going to witness
the amazing didgeridoo players on Ironpot Ridge. There was an out and back part on the top of
Ironpot Ridge – so we got to experience the didgeridoo playing twice. My legs were feeling good. I
equally loved the descend down from Ironpot Ridge – it was a ridiculously out of control run for me –
with loose dirt underneath, I grabbed random trees to try and slow me down and keep a little control
– it was lots of fun and I survived! Coming into checkpoint 3 was uplifting – you could hear the
crowds cheering from afar. Gavin was the first friendly face to see, he advised me that there was a
bag check for rain jacket and headlamp. I quickly completed the mandatory gear check and headed
to where Peter, Jon, Bek and Jeff were hanging out – looked like a great spot to admire Narrowneck
and watch the proceedings of the morning. Peter swung into action and I was all suited and booted
in no time ready to depart for the next leg, it was too quick, I wanted to hang out longer and chat! I
got the impression from the boys that I needed to be on my way so I was off again but not quite
ready to leave the checkpoint I headed to the water refill area and grabbed myself a cup and chatted
to a few runners.
Leg 4 Six Foot Track to Katoomba Aquatic Centre (Distance since start 54.9km, elevation gain since
start 2199m)
Leaving Checkpoint 3 feeling good, I knew I'd be seeing Peter and the other boys again shortly. This
leg involved dirt roads, single trails and of course the huge Nellies Glen climb out of the valley. It was
on this climb that my legs began to wobble, I stopped on occasion to get them to refocus. I drank
more tailwind but I was already about 30mins ahead on my hydration – it was a very hot day. I was
pleased to see civilisation again which meant I was nearing checkpoint 5. Running into checkpoint 5
which was a building seemed bizarre, there was no cheering to be heard from afar. I'm sure many
runners were grateful for it to get them out of the heat of the sun for a short time. Jeff was outside
getting some fresh air (!) as I approached and he guided me to where the boys were inside. Once
inside the boys were straight onto my instructions, I used the amenities and the non runners in the
queue were happy for me to go ahead of them. Getting back to the boys, I thought I'd open a bag of
chips and have a chat. Take them with you was an instruction from Jeff. Clearly they wanted me on
my way.
Leg 5 Katoomba Aquatic Centre to Queen Victoria Hospital (Distance since start 75.4km, elevation
gain since start 3223m)
This next section took me to Echo Point and amongst all the tourists. Not knowing the time of day,
other than it been mid to late afternoon, I guess there weren't as many tourists out and about. I
found it amusing that at this lookout there was an overzealous marshall making sure the tourist were
out of my route, I told him it was ok I'd run around them, I didn't want to inconvenience anyone,
besides the podium was out of my sight at this stage! I felt for the tourists that day who may not
have known this event was on – however most were high fiving, sharing words of encouragement
whilst some were clearly over it – I had a smile, a nod and an acknowledgement for them all anyway.
I recall a tourist group asking me on the Golden Staircase decent where it lead to, I knew where I was
heading (Fairmont Resort but clearly this wouldn't have been the case for these tourists), so I didn't
exactly know and told them I was only following the pink ribbons. My legs enjoyed the steep decent
down the Golden Staircase – the wobbling had passed. At Fairmont Resort I bumped into a couple

from home who completed the 22km and 50km events. They were happily drinking beer on the
deck, I'm sure I have them convinced to do the 100km next year in my short time speaking with
them! I talked to them for as long as I could as I ran off, I liked the idea of hanging out drinking beers
too. Their words of encouragement were appreciated as I knew on this next stage – I was heading
into darkness. It was also on this section that I thought my race was over, I heard screams deep in
the valley from another female runner 'oh my leg it hurts so much', her screams were continuous
and got louder as I got closer, expecting to find a female version of Brick which I had set myself up to
help on my descend, I was pleased and somewhat relieved to see she was up and walking with the
help of a photographer and a branch. I still offered my assistance but she declined and loudly cursed
her way out of the valley behind me. She had dropped the photographer and was still moving swiftly
enough to keep up with me on the climb but I grew tired of her constant cursing (it felt like such a
long climb – maybe I should have cursed with her) , I asked her to calm down, take it easy and
reassured her that we were nearing our next checkpoint so she could get the necessary
treatment/advise from her crew/first aid. Her cursing didn't ease off as we got near the top, I
checked on her again and she was fine to be left and I was happily on my way once we hit flatter
ground. (The same girl swiftly passed me on the Kedumba descent – I remembered her red hot
pants!). I think it was on this section that Peter, Jon and Jeff surprised us with a little unofficial
roadside encouragement – just what was needed, it was well timed after a crazy climb out of some
valley. On this section also it was headlamp and safety vest time, this was taking the event to a
whole new level. When it was time for headlamps I remember been with a great bunch of people, I
recall how we discussed our headlamps for a long time until it was too dark to talk and concentrate
on our footing so we had to give in. I enjoyed the final 2km road stretch into checkpoint 5 – it was
just what my legs needed. I arrived at checkpoint 5 feeling as strong as I had been feeling all day.
The boys waved me in from the front of the stage – my head was pounding with the music! (Next
year I'm putting my hand up to crew – and hanging out here, it was party central – I just need my
runner to pull out at this checkpoint!). I refuelled, replaced my headlamp, assembled my poles and
got the tightest embrace from a proud Peter. With a handful of jelly beans, I was on my way again.
Leg 6 Queen Victoria Hospital to Scenic World (Distance since start 100km, elevation gain since
start 4497m)
The part of the event I was most looking forward to was from Queen Victoria Hospital to the finish –
having ran this section on 3 other occasions I was looking forward to zigzagging my way spritely
down the valley and hiking strongly up to the runnable section before Furber Steps, having said that I
never tackled it with 78km already under my belt. I cannot pin point when or what went wrong in
the depths of Kedumba. I just know I had to concentrate on putting one foot in front of the other, my
poles helped. I know I could have sold said poles for lots of money that night. Many people were
passing me now, initially I was up for a chat but as the kms dragged on I kept my head low and
remained polite but know a few runners passed with just a nod of acknowledgement from me. It
was a beautiful clear night, the sky was dotted with twinkling stars, I looked up on many occasions to
try and get some strength. I passed through the sewerage works checkpoint with lots of stares and
conversations been striked up by the marshals – I entertained them so was in sound mind to
continue. Actually I think I may marshall next year – this place despite it's name would be another
great spot to hang out!
Leura Forest was not as I remembered either, there were humongous boulders and tree trunks which
I'm sure weren't there the last time I ran this part. I took my now aching body over them again just
concentrating on getting one foot in front of the other. There were lots of signs reminding us that

there were cameras meters ahead, it felt like they were strategically placed every 1km at this stage –
possibly placed there to make us try and force a smile through the pain.
What felt like an eternity to get there, I was finally at the base of Furber Steps, I was excited, I knew I
still had a huge climb ahead but I could almost touch the finish line. Furber Steps 951 you beauty,
you have no idea how elated I was to get to this point (I thought I would count the steps but lost
track after the first 10!). I was distracted by the awesomeness of the 3 Sisters which were lite up in
the beautiful night sky. Nearing the top a marshall was saying 'nearly there', I asked how many more
steps, he said 'just across the boardwalk now', I wasn't convinced so asked again! I was relieved to
know he was right. Running down the finishers chute was amazing – it's amazing where your body
finds just a little more energy to make you look like you're having a strong finish and could easily do
another 100km.
I finished with the announcement of Joan Cleary from Ireland from Jo the race commentator (I've
now been living away from Ireland for as long as I've lived there) – that made me smile. I did it - I
finished it. A buckle and a UTA towel later and I was embraced by a concerned Peter – but life was
good. It wasn't long before Steph, Brad and Karin arrived at the finish line. The celebration at the
finish line was as uplifting as our bodies allowed!
After a quick shower, we all hung out in the runner/crew lounge. I thought I'd be starving but
couldn't stomach much, I just wasn't hungry. After a short time in the lounge it was time to get
home, I bent and twisted my stiff body into the car. '105km to home' Peter said, 'you've just run
that, did you want to run home?'.
It seemed like such a long way, oh so far I thought so I closed my eyes and tried to get comfortable.
The week following the event – I was starving, I would go to the pantry and eat anything in sight! I
was craving food, handfuls of cereal were consumed often, even some of the kids packet snacks
found at the back at the cupboard (likely that they were out of date) was consumed.
Since completing the event, I've been in awe of reading other people's journeys of grit and
determination. I cannot determine what kind of journey I may have been on but I know for certain
I'll be back.
My first short run after UTA involved tears, I think a song from my ipod triggered them – it was a song
which reminded me of some part of Kedumba, a part I cannot pinpoint exactly, I think the emotions
of that night finally came to surface.
'Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened' Dr Seuss. (Can you tell I've been reading Dr
Seuss books with my son!)
First of all I must acknowledge the Darug and Gundungurra people – the traditional owners of the
Blue Mountains. I thank them for allowing us to follow in the steps of their ancestors through this
World Heritage listed National Park. I thank them for allowing UTA to host such a massive event. I
thank them for allowing us to experience the breathtaking views of the wilderness of the Blue
Mountains, for their opening ritual to the event and also for the experience of such a mesmerising
didgeridoo and clap stick display at Ironpot Ridge.
I thank Peter and kids for their endless support of these adventures. Happy wife, happy life (and
they all know I'm happiest when I've ran!). I thank them too for spoiling me with a new running
watch for mothers day. I guess I should have set it up better as I never knew what time it was on
race day.

I know one thing is for certain, I would never have got to the start line if it wasn't for the support
from Steph and Karin and our endless online chats of encouragement for each other. I thank Jon and
Jeff for their support at each of the checkpoints. To the amazing running club I joined 2 years ago –
the Berowra Bush Runners. I wasn't always a runner – months after giving birth to my youngest
(Sean who is now 6), I was out doing slow jogs around the block (I had to be flexible with my time to
allow me to easily escape from my 3 toddlers – getting out of the house to go for a jog seemed the
easiest thing to accomplish – most of the time!). Following a health scare when Sean was one got
me wanting to push my running along more, after all I felt alive when I ran. It really wasn't until I did
my first marathon and felt like I had ticked that box that I wanted to explore other options – joining
BBR was the best thing ever, it took my love for running to a whole new level. The trails offered the
opportunity to escape to a place of tranquility, with no two steps the same on the trails your mind
can wander without the concern of road junctions/traffic. Having initially done all my runs on road I
would have never thought in a million years I'd have moved on to complete Ultras in this time! I
thank Karin for sharing her Squadrum training program – a program neither of us followed religiously
but giggled about often as to what was required of us on any particular week. I'm also hugely
indebted to Karin for been my emergency back to base contact when I went out on my solo runs
(when my Peter was overseas), I was confident knowing she had set alarms for herself to check in on
me if I was slow getting to the various checkpoints I said I would check in on. I did tell her months
later about my encounter with a very stubborn eastern brown snake while under her watch!
A huge shout out to the Tuesday morning Quarry Road running regulars - Brad, Nick, Allison, Leonor,
Gus and Karin. Running to the rising sun with like minded and inspiring people is great for the
running soul. From them I've learnt that running on the trails is much more then just running – for
all the stories, tips, challenges shared, encouragement from them - I'm grateful.
Thanks to Brian for organising various UTA training runs in the Blue Mountains. I was lucky enough
to attend one but unfortunately my injury saw me miss out on another. Also thanking Brian for his
spreadsheet on race splits which I never thought I'd use it but ended up finding it extremely useful
when I had to work out my hydration planning. Plus Peter was grateful for it too knowing roughly
what time to be at the various check points.
Tailwind was the hydration choice for the day and believe me, it is all you need all day every day,
really. I thank Bek and Gav for the ease of getting my supplies! And for their encouragement and
support at the Six Foot checkpoint.
I also thank the staff at PACE Athletic at Cows Nest. They got straight onto Salomon re my backpack
and I've since been informed that Salomon are going to replace it – result!
Finally I thank my non running family and friends who all think my trail running adventures are crazy.
I thank them for their words of encouragement and support. A few other words are also used often,
like mad, deranged, demented, insane, lunatic, etc – and most of the time I agree with them!

RESULTS
Because we are playing catch up, here is a list of results for 2016 so far. No doubt we have
missed heaps of folk, so apologies. As you can see, we are a very busy bunch. Thanks to Karin
Burgess whom I have just discovered painstakingly compiles all these results. If you are
participating in an event, please make sure you tell her so she can include your result.

Narrabeen Allnighter - 2 Jan 2016
12hr Individual Path
Nick Smith
3:42:14 35km

STS Manly Dam - 17 Jan 2016
20km
Sam McAllister
1:43:40
Joan Cleary
2:10:58
Darren Wood
2:18:25
Stephanie McLean
2:22:18
Karin Burgess
2:22:23
Alice Kucera
2:37:59
12km
Brenda Steedman
1:15:02
10km
Louise McAllister
1:03:22
Ryleigh Markey
1:06:03
Owen Markey
1:25:09
Rebekah Markey
1:25:10

3rd in AG

3rd in AG

1st in AG
1st in AG

Running Wild Knapsack Lap Race - 26 Jan 2016
6 hour
Beth Cardelli
6:23:45 12 laps (60km) / 1st Female
Eric Burgess
6:23:47 11 laps (55km)
Antony Bowesman
6:00:39 9 laps (45km)
Brian Cardelli
6:14:46 9 laps (45km)
3 hour
Stephanie McLean
3:00:51 5 laps (25km)
Karin Burgess
3:12:10 5 laps (25km)
Trail Kids - 3km
Jeremy Burgess
20:16.9
Liam Ward
27:19.4
Trail Kids - 1km
Eloise Ward
Untimed
Edwin Burgess
Untimed

Sun Run 10km - 6 Feb 2016
John Newton
46:41
Tony Hogan
47:27

STS Manly Dam - 21 Feb 2016
21km
Gavin Markey
2:00:27
Joan Cleary
2:19:45
Alice Kucera
2:54:56
10km
Geoff McAllister
1:18:20
Louise McAllister
1:18:21
Karin Burgess
1:23:02

The Hillary - 27 Feb 2016
80km
Karin Burgess
15:25:35

Sixfoot Track Marathon - 12 Mar 2016
45km
Michael Sims
4:13:32
Chris Graham
4:24:42
Kevin Heaton
5:27:36
Jeff Hodder
5:46:21
Noel Annett
5:53:39
David Cannings
6:12:23
Stephanie McLean
DNF
Rebekah Markey
DNF

STS Manly Dam - 13 Mar 2016
30km
Danielle Donahue
3:02:25 2nd female overall, 1st in AG
Karin Burgess
3:56:40
Brenda Steadman
4:08:35 1st in AG

Northburn 100 Miler - 19-20 Mar 2016
160km
Eric Burgess
39:34:22

SMC Half Marathon - 20 Mar 2016
21km
Kevin Heaton
1:37:39

Galston Gutbuster - 3 Apr 2016
8km
Ben Graham
0:47:58
Nathan Parker
0:54:04
Murray Ashby
0:58:50
Jodi Gallagher
1:04:53
Justine Laughton
1:07:43
Melissa Mills
1:12:33
Claire Ashby
1:18:28
Louise Mcallister
1:19:50
Geoff Mcallister
1:19:51
Kate Doutney
1:27:25
Deb Thompson
1:33:30
21km
Chris Graham
1:57:05
Sam McAllister
2:01:26
Joe Jones
2:01:58
Pete Le Carpentier
2:04:09
Zaid Mohsen
2:07:14
Dave Gallagher
2:09:31
Danielle Donahue
2:11:15
Michael Sims
2:18:00
Jonathan Sykes
2:21:17
Craig Opie
2:22:00
Marc Psaila
2:22:17
Michael Reddie
2:22:39
Chris Tubb
2:24:34
Steve Deveney
2:34:08
Gus Bradbury
2:42:58
Mark Alexander
2:54:05
Alice Kucera
3:10:19

1st in AG, 3rd overall
3rd in AG
2nd in AG
2nd in AG

2nd in AG
1st in AG

1st Female

Running Wild Mt Solitary Ultra - 17 Apr 2016
45km
Beth Cardelli
5:28:10 1st Female
Andrew Layson
5:41:43 1st in AG
Michael Sims
5:46:15
Zaid Mohsen
6:21:23
Karin Burgess
7:26:27
Brian Cardelli
DNF

ANZAC Day Challenge - 23 Apr 2016
25km
Karin Burgess
3:15:43

XTERRA Callala Beach Trail Run - 24 Apr 2016
21km
Mick Reddie
TBC

Ultra-Trail Australia - 14 May 2016
100km
Beth Cardelli
11:16:14 1st Female
Andrew Layson
12:44:47 2nd in AG
Antony Bowesman
14:43:20
Kevin Heaton
15:42:32
Stephanie Mclean
16:21:55
Joan Cleary
16:37:04
Karin Burgess
16:51:46
50km
Zaid Mohsen
5:47:38
Paul Eveniss
8:59:43

SMH Half Marathon - 15 May 2016
Sam McAllister
1:20:16
Michael Sims
1:23:15
Chris Graham
1:24:29
Marc Psaila
1:28:23
Tiffany Vibert
1:29:48
Ian Wood
1:55:59
Louise McAllister
1:56:56
Brenda Steedman
2:07:35
Bay to Bay - 19 June 2016
21km
Murray Ashby
1:35:41
Pete Fallows
1:35:59
Paul Eveniss
1:47:58
John Newton
1:50:23
Simon Monk
1:52:37
Brenda Steedman
2:05:03
12km
Melissa Mills
1:08:19

Mini-Mos, Mosman - 19 June 2016
5km
Ryan Hogan
19:00 2nd in AG
10km
Tony Hogan
45:22

Glow Worm Tunnel Trail Running Weekend - 18 June 2016
Half Marathon (21km) Saturday
Danielle Donahue
TBC 2nd Female
Kevin Heaton
2:08:27 2nd in AG
Ted West
2:14:33 1st in AG
Stephanie McLean
2:29:45
Karin Burgess
2:39:30
Hannah Sims
2:46:23
Warwick Johnson
3:02:10
Kate Doutney
3:06:14
Karen Johnson
3:18:32
Lorrie Mohsen
3:33:27
Zaid Mohsen
3:33:29
Deborah Thompson
3:53:29
6km Ted English Bolt Dash
Jude Donahue
38:59
Thomas Donahue
TBC
Kevin Donahue
40:03
Coen Loffel
44:57
Jeremy Burgess
46:08
Owen Markey
49:36
Rebekah Markey
49:41
Jesse Loffel
54:15
Ronnie Loffel
54:31
1:00:32
Holly Reid
Kate Doutney
1:00:32
Danielle Donahue
1:01:36
Maya Donahue
1:01:36
Liam Ward
1:14:26
Jon Ward
1:14:26
Myra Burgess
1:16:54
Ryleigh Markey
1:26:00
Edwin Burgess
1:31:08

Glow Worm Tunnel Trail Running Weekend - 19 June 2016
Half Marathon (21km) Sunday
Danielle Donahue
3rd Female
Chris Graham
David Cannings
Amy Dawson
Marathon (42km) Sunday
Jeff Hodder
Eric Burgess

1st in AG
DNF

Bay to Bay - 19 June 2016
21km
Murray Ashby
1:35:41
Pete Fallows
1:35:59
Paul Eveniss
1:47:58
John Newton
1:50:23
Simon Monk
1:52:37
Brenda Steedman
2:05:03
12km
Melissa Mills
1:08:19

Mini-Mos, Mosman - 19 June 2016
5km
Ryan Hogan
19:00 2nd in AG
10km
Tony Hogan
45:22

Woodford to Glenbrook Classic - 26 June 2016
25km
Vicky Huyskens
2:30:21

A memorable Handicap
The night was dark and stormy. The morning was also dark and stormy. I lay in bed as the rain
thundered down outside, waiting for the sound of a text message from Paul Eveniss to say “too wet
for me”, but it never arrived. I eventually dragged myself out of bed and put my running gear on. 5 th
June 2016. The coldest, wettest day in the history of the earth, and I was off to run in the monthly
10km Handicap. Stupid running. I dug out some garbage bags and quickly created a makeshift rain
poncho.
I pulled up out the front of Paul's house, and he dived into the car saying “I was hoping you would call
and cancel” * sigh * and off we drove through the pouring rain.
When we arrived at Warrina Oval, we found a small group of brave souls were huddled against the
cold. El Presidente Andrew, snugly and safely protected from the cold and wet in layers of warm gear,
popped our names into the laptop. Didn't take long as only twenty three hardy souls were running.
Someone kept calling me Russel. It took me a while to realise it was “rustle” because of my noisy
garbage bag poncho. After a quick safety briefing it was time for the fun to begin.
The running wasn't that bad. After two km I was nice and warm and ripped off my poncho and
dumped it in a handy bin. Thankfully, because the rustle rustle rustle was driving me nuts.
Overheating was not an issue. Not many pedestrians about. I ran my best time in ages, despite the
torrential rain and gusting winds.
Thanks to Stewart Wallace for his awesome pumpkin soup at the finish (and thanks to all the
breakfast crew). He kindly forwarded the recipe for the Newsletter. A very memorable Handicap.

Pumpkin Soup (gluten and dairy free)

Makes 3.5litre approximately
200ml

Ghee/ clarified butter/ tallow

500g

Brown Onions, peeled and roughly diced

2500g

Butternut Pumpkin, peeled, deseeded and roughly diced into 2cm pieces

100g

Garlic, peeled and roughly chopped
Sea salt

1300ml Chicken Stock
200ml

coconut cream

Method
In a large wide based heavy saucepan or pot, heat the ghee until very hot and add the onions and
sauté, add the diced pumpkin a handful at a time sautéing the pumpkin until it starts to colour, add
another handful of pumpkin and so on until all the pumpkin is being ‘roasted’ / ‘caramelised’ in the
pot, this is the most important step, keep the pumpkin roasting by stirring constantly developing
those malliard flavours, add the garlic, add a little sea salt (1tspn) stir, do not let it burn, stay with it, if
it starts to catch on the bottom stir it and turn the pot to create a little steam deglazing the bottom of
the pot if it starts to get out of control turn down the heat!!
Once your happy that you’ve sufficiently roasted out the garlic and pumpkin and the bottom of the pot
is covered in golden roasted pumpkin, add about 300ml stock deglazing the base, stir well ensuring
that you lift and ‘clean’ the bottom of the pot, and the coconut cream, bring up to fast simmer then
reduce to a low simmer, stirring occasionally, ensuring the preparation is not catching on the bottom
and let the pumpkin cook out, about 20 minutes.
Puree using a stick blender or food processor, return to heat and correct seasoning and consistency.
To keep diary free serve with some coconut kefir
Or for the more conventional, crème fraiche, sour cream, and bacon bits.

Northburn 100 miles
I have never had a legitimate dejavue moment before in my life. During the final stages I experienced it.
I can't explain why, or how, but probably a year ago I had a dream, where in the dream I was hallucinating.
The run is described on the website “You don’t race it; you survive it”. How true. Below is the route that I took.
(note. The words “i took”, it is similar to the official route, just longer).

In the past year I have attempted the GNW100s. I entered the Northburn 100 as a challenge for not finishing
the GNW100. I never thought it would end like this.
I did the training that I thought would be appropriate. I did the mental work, working out strategies for the
dark times during the run. I knew they would come. I was right.
I had planned my travel months ahead, flights and all. I was ready, bags were all packed on Tuesday night. Work
was going along nicely, the court case that I was to present evidence was all set for Wednesday morning as the
lawyers were aware of my travel. I waited at court, before lunch I returned to work expecting a call soon. That
call came at 2.30, 'can you change the flight to a later day'. Not without reimbursement which I was expecting
would not come. But at 6pm - change. Fuck. Flights booked (Sydney to Auckland, the Auckland to
Queenstown).
The court case was finished with me and I went straight to the airport and I flew out at 6.40. Tried to sleep at
Auckland airport, with about 20 others. I think I had maybe 3 hours at most. I walked out of the plane at
Queenstown and looked at the mountains surrounding the area called the Remarkables. Wow is all I can say.
The beauty of it was remarkable.

Staying in Cromwell which is just 5 minutes from Northburn, I met some other runner’s, we were all a little
nervous. Somewhere doing the 50km option or the 100km option.
At the check-in we brought our drop bags for the upper checkpoint. We were told to bring what we wanted as
any weather could eventuate. I was thinking most drop bags would be maybe the size of a small duffel bag,
most were, I had a small backpack with just the essentials. Later, when I was at the the top aid station about to
start my final ascent, I was having a potato and looking around me. I saw a black box, with dimensions of 1.5m
by 50 cm; it was someone's box they had packed. I remarked to the aid station volunteers that this is the
largest box I have ever seen; it must be hiding a body double - the name on the box did indicate it was females
- enough said. I guess she brought the kitchen sink.
The race started at 6am in the dark. It wouldn’t get light for another hour. Shortly after the start a woman came
up to me and asked if she could run next to me as her head light had failed. Sure. But I had a very cheap light
on my head, which was half as bright as others. The first 50 went up and up. The wind was howling at top. The
land there was pock marked with only grass able to grow up there.
Running off Mt Dunstan we ran along the soft grasses next to a stream. Turning a corner, we ran back up along
a different stream. The track became hotter, and just when we thought about the need for water, we turned
the corner and saw some ladies next to their car with water and red grapes. Water refilled and a handful of
grapes I was off. The grapes were fresh off the vineyard and tasty. Eventually coming off the mountain, we
were directed on to the loop of deception. This just kept climbing, then it was down and around the vineyards
to the end of the first loop. 8hrs and 9mins completed, I was happy where I was.
Out the door after 10min, and it went straight into a climb. Another mountain.

..
Loop 2 was uneventful, or maybe my memory is slipping. Up and down and around, with gale force winds up
high. We were blown sideways, back and front. I am glad I had my poles with me, as they gave me extra
stability apart from when the poles were blown from under me. In all honesty I don't have any recollection of
this lap. I ran probably 20km with a lady, Julie from Cairns, doing the 100km, as we came into the finish. Just
running next to another person lifts your spirits. And she gave me a can of redbull to be taken on the next loop.

The photo of me smiling was taking somewhere at 7pm. I was feeling alright at this stage. I pulled into the aid
station and filled up on water, Rline and a redbull I had in my checkpoint bag.
Off I went on loop 3. We were sent up a hill. This went on and on. I came to an arrow and I was confused for
the first time. I followed the markers, eventually the lead runner came from the opposite direction I asked him
if I was on the right track. He didn't know. Eventually a female came up to me, and said we had to go back.
About 5 people had run down. So back up and onto the right track. This was the first of my misadventures, and
things usually come in threes. To the top. And the main checkpoint called TW. The wind was howling and the
sun was just starting to rise.
It was a beautiful sight, but we were on a loop called loop of despair. We kept on going down, and I was
expecting the turn to come. Eventually a marshall pointed me in the right direction. Here I took some photos
and a video. I was feeling somewhat re-energised and took off up the hill.

I was looking at the ground following a goat track. Markers were also along the track, but at this one point the
goat track deviated. I followed it. F. I tried looking for the real track with no luck. I soon lost the original goat
track. F. The surrounding bushes were all briar bushes. F. I bush bashed the briar bushes. F. My legs and hands
bore the brunt. At one point I slipped and fell right in the bushes. I was really concerned about the slope I was
on and the ravine further down. F. I picked out the long sharp needles. I saw a person coming my way and
called out to him. His first reaction was to ask me what I was doing there. I should have replied 'doing a shit,
what else?’. He gave directions to go up. F. My legs were covered in blood. Back to the top aid station. Now to
leaning rock. More gale force winds. Down the water race, which was shit, then back up an access road to tw.
The road was like kedumba but steeper with no trees and so I was going up and battling strong headwinds.
Back to tw. They said go back down the way we you came from to the finish, it’s 22km. So I followed the

direction, coming into the checkpoint at horn hut. And now the third clincher of the race. Enough to make a
grown man cry. There was no marshall at the hut, I had 3 choices, wait for the next person to come along, or
take the advice of tw and go back the way I came, or go straight ahead down a track I didn't recognise. I took
the 2nd option. Wrong. I turned right and followed the markers. Then followed an arrow at a gate to go down.
What followed was trying to make my way down with no luck as each down did not go all the way down just
looped to go up. I was deep in trouble, I got to near the bottom of the hill and made myself feel lighter. I went
up, I went down I was running on adrenalin and couldn't feel the pain in my body, as I knew I was getting into
trouble, and possibly missing and had to get out of where I was. I power hiked up hills faster than I had in the
previous 100km. I ran down the hills. I was tossing up whether to quit when I could and try and convince Terry
that I still deserved a buckle, but, F that. I made my way to horn hut and waited. Had a coke and some
chips (no marshall). 5 minutes later Dan and Nouresh came along and I joined them down the correct path.

The photo on the right is after I had taken the wrong route and was waiting in the hut. Not happy.
My adrenalin had run out, and I was just wanting to get home. Coming down was good. We got to the brewery
checkpoint and greeted by a chirpy fella. I was getting tired and it was only 13km to go now. I had covered
167km now. And only had one major up and down to go.
Going up there were numerous sheep bones, and bits of wool. The ground in parts was soft green grass, in the
near distance I could see what looked like were people living and moving a few hundred meters away. It was
dusk, the sun was going down and the shadows longer. I was coming up to fence. It looked like a runner ahead
was sitting against it. As I got closer the dinner was now lying down. I was going to offer the person a drink and
some food. As I came up the person turned out to be a bush. Back onto a dirt road. I saw some people camping
with their caravan. They were getting dinner ready. I thought I'll just go past quietly as they were moving
about. As I passed it was a rock formation and bushes. Man I was hallucinating. I was certain I had dreamt of
this exact moment, the landscape was familiar here, the hallucinations were the same as the dream. I was
happy to be getting closer to the finish. Every inch from this part was familiar, I had done it in my dreams and I
have never seen a video or photos of this section.
I finished. Crossed the line to the cheering of about 5 people. I was spent. Not one meter more. That was the
hardest and grandest thing I had ever done. I went into the tent and sat down. A medic saw me, asked me
questions, another lady came and got me water and coffee, I was being cared for. Even this was part of my
dream. Fortunately, the dream did not detail how much it hurt. I couldn't lift my legs, I was dehydrated,
hallucinating and happy to be here. I wanted to tell more people that I had done 180km, but I was sheepish
because it was my huge mistake.

I deserved my buckle. I had covered the course and more. My training had been enough. I'm no record
breaker, but quick enough.
My buckle is nice and heavy and substantial. What an achievement.
I'm now flying home with skin off my legs, sore Achilles and a slightly worryingly numb left outer leg.

My legs are fine otherwise they aren't having any muscle soreness.

As I was cleaning the next day, I came across a needle from the briar bush. It had lodged in to my backpacks
water bottle holder at the front. It was a good inch and a half long. I threw it on the ground thinking thank
goodness I was protecting my face. I wish I had a photo of it.
I had a look at my hands, there were still some splinters in my fingers.
Overall, would I do it again?? If I could afford it yes, I would do it. Ok, I'll do GNW100 first, as I know I can do
the distance, and do double the elevation to.
Far out... 181km and 13 Frickken thousand meters of climbing.
I have now completed a number of firsts this weekend, which will instill in me so much more confidence in
everyday life, and the time spent I have also thought about many things.
Time for a change.....
I wrote this over dinner the day after finishing. My legs tired, my head spinning. I think the time for a change
refers to running shorter distances.

Anyway, I'll give it another week.

What did I do during the run? 39 hours and no sleep. I kept awake with redbull and coke. At the end of 50km in
the aid station, I stayed about 10 minutes.
At the end of 100km I rested for about 15 minutes, then got sick of just sitting there. At the top aid station with
20km left (in my case 40km) I stayed about 10 minutes, just to finish my bottle of coke.
Did I need to go to the toilet? Yes. I pack a small travel pack of tissues for this reason.
What did I eat? I had at least 15 gels. 2 hammer bars, 2 growling dog bars, 10 or so muesli bars, grapes. Warm
boiled potatoes were provided at the main check points and these were dipped in salt, plus butter could be
added. The potatoes were the best. Whole with the skin. I think that is all I had. Plus, the volunteers at the very
top of leaning rock had baked their own goodies, some apricot slice - so so tasty on the 2nd loop, and then I
had some of their fruit cake on the 3rd loop, just as good, full of energy. I was worried that these volunteers
wouldn’t be able to drive their van back along the ridge line due the high winds, but was informed they made it
slowly and safely back.
Did I listen to music? No. I picked up my headphones at 50km, but, I think the wind would have drowned the
music out. Plus, I found the sound of my footfall on the ground mesmerising.
Did I have walking poles? Sure did. It made going up slightly easier, and kept me upright. I didn’t have to use my
hands to push off on my thighs. I think this lessened any back pain that I have developed previously in hilly
races. I also used them to keep me upright and stop me from being blown off the side of the mountain.
What did I wear?
Shoes (Saucony Peregrine 5) with small gaiters. Blisters did develop, but I didn’t treat them.
Running singlet, thermal long sleeve top, windproof vest and gloves, then later on added a rain jacket, wore a
buff/thir band the entire way. Plus, shorts with Skins underneath.
I had packed extra warm and waterproof clothes in each of my aid station bags just in case.
The Skins worked a treat. I also used Vaseline liberally to the nether regions. This combination worked a treat, I
did not have one bit of chafing. This year I have experience bleeding chafing after just 50km, but after 180km nil. I’m so glad about that.

I put strapping tape on my lower back to eliminate chafing from my backpack, which worked.
Leg care?
I strapped my ankles with sports tape. This is the first race I have ever done it. And it worked. During the past
year in every run over 20km my ankles would end up sore and stiff to bend. This time, perfect. The added
benefit was that my achilles were also not sore. I didn’t do anything else.
Lighting
The race started at 6am in the dark. I wore a small Petzl light, at 50km I swapped that for my Ayups. I used
these on low power but is still really bright. The one battery on the ayup lasted from 8pm to 5am, where I
swapped in my spare battery. So enough light until I finished.
Mental strategies
My ultimate goal was just to finish. I had wishes for under 35 hours, which if I didn’t get lost was possible. I
knew it was going to be tough, and kept telling myself that I had trained to be tough and work through the
adverse conditions. Ultimately, it was the end and the belt buckle that awaited me that got me through. The
last thing I wanted to do was to give up. I had travelled so far, and to check out of the race was not an option. I
also made sure that I kept putting food or water in my mouth, and running out of fuel would contribute to bad
feelings.

